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Summary 

The fluorescence quenching of halogenated derivatives (eosin and 
erythrosin) of fluorescein in aqueous solution was studied over a wide con- 
centration range (5 X 10W6 - 10-l mol dmma) where aggregates are formed. 
The rate constants of the quenching produced by the dimers and trimers of 
the dyes were determined at various temperatures and were compared with 
those of fluorescein quenching reported previously. The quenching mecha- 
nisms are also discussed. 

1. Introduction 

The dianionic forms of halofluorescein dyes in solution have received 
considerable attention as photosensitizers [l, 21, quantum counters [3] etc. 
In recent years they have been used in laser technology as active media for 
tuning 14, 51. These applications show the importance of the knowledge of 
the optical properties of these dyes in solution. 

As in other xanthene derivatives [S] , an increase in halofluorescein dye 
concentration produces changes in its absorption and emission spectra that 
have been attributed to dimer [ 7 - lo] and trimer [ 9,101 formation. 

The influence of aggregate formation on the fluorescent characteristics 
of the fluorescein dianion has been studied previously [ 111. In this work the 
fluorescence behaviour at different concentrations of halofluorescein dyes 
(eosin and erythrosin) was studied. The rate constants of the observed fluo- 
rescence quenching produced by the dimers and the trimers were determined 
and compared with those of fluorescein quenching. 

2. Experimental details 

The dyes used (Fluka, for microscopy) were twice recrystallized in 
ethanol and dried in a vacuum oven. Measurements were carried out in 
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in this work, an increase in dye concentration produces the following varia- 
tions (Fig. 2): in dilute solutions (less than 5 X lo- 5 mol dm- ‘) there are no 
appreciable changes in the spectrum ; in the concentration range from 5 X 
lop6 to 1Om3 mol dme3 a shift of the fluorescence maximum to smaller 
energies is observed; in concentrated solutions (above 2 X 10S3 mol dmV3) 
the increase in dye concentration produces little change in the emission spec- 
trum. 

An increase in the temperature does not appreciably influence the 
fluorescence spectrum shape, but its intensity may be changed. The variation 
in fluorescence intensity depends on the dye concentration. In dilute solu- 
tions a temperature increment produces a small decrease in the intensity. In 
concentrations where the dimer is appreciable, the fluorescence intensity 
increases with temperature and, in very concentrated solutions where the 
trimer appears, the increase in fluorescence intensity with temperature is 
smaller. 

The changes observed in the emission spectrum in concentrated solu- 
tions are due to the reabsorption effect [12] . This is produced by the 
overlap between the absorption and the emission spectra. The reabsorption 
decreases the most energetic part of the fluorescence spectrum and increases 
the other part owing to the re-emission. This implies a shift to smaller 

Fig. 2. Corrected fluorescence spectra of eosin dianion at different concentrations 
(pH 12; 0.01 mol KC1 dmm3; 20 ‘C): 
dme3; - * -, 2 x lo-’ mol dmP3. 

-, 6 x 10m6 mol dmm3;- - -, 1.4 X lOA mol 
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energies of the fluorescence maximum. The spectra represented in Fig. 2 
obey these changes. 

In order to study tbe emission of dye aggregates, an RIIC model BC-14 
cell of variable optical path length was used instead of the 1 mm rectangular 
cell. Unfortunately, the RIIC cell, which can produce less reabsorption than 
the 1 mm rectangular cell, cannot be used for quantitative measurements 
because of technical problems. Measurements accomplished with tbe RIIC 
cell indicated that the emission quantum yield of eosin and erythrosin dimer 
at 20 “C is zero. The fluorescence spectra (without reabsorption) of solutions 
where the concentration of these aggregates is appreciable have the same 
shape as the monomer fluorescence spectrum. This conclusion could not be 
reached for the trimer of these dyes because the spectrum (without reabsorp- 
tion) of very concentrated solutions is very noisy. In any case the fluores- 
cence quantum yield of all aggregates at about 20 “C was taken as zero, and 
therefore the fluorescence yield of the dyes at any concentration cannot 
depend on excitation frequency. The excitation spectra of different concen- 
trations of the dyes confirms this conclusion. 

The fluorescence quantum yield @ is evaluated by comparing the sample 
fluorescence with that of a standard [3] using the equation 

where la is the absorbed radiation intensity and F is the area of the corrected 
fluorescence spectra. The subscript s indicates the standard substance, which 
was chosen to be fluorescein at dilute concentrations (5 X 10W6 mol dme3; 
pH 12; 20 “C) with a fluorescence quantum yield $JO of 0.92 [ 31. The spectra 
were corrected [ 121 by taking into account the reabsorption-re-emission 
phenomena and the absorption of non-fluorescent molecules (aggregates in 
this case). 

The fluorescence quenching produced by the monomer of the eosin 
and erythrosin dianions cannot be evaluated. The aggregation of these dyes 
[ 9, lo] (Table 1) narrows the concentration interval in which the monomer 
is the unique species that produces quenching. The small fluorescence 
decrease produced by the monomer in this concentration interval cannot be 

TABLE 1 

Dimerization and trimerisation constants Kd and Kt at 20 “C 
(standard concentration, 1 mol dmwa) and the dimer formation 
enthalpy AHd” of fluorescein (Fl [ 9]), eosin (FlBq [lo] ) and 
erythrosin (FlI4 [lo] ) dianions 

Fl FlBr4 Fu4 

Kd 5.0 115 127 
Kt 10 155 150 
AHdo (kJ mol-‘) -28 -21 -17 
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Fig. 3. Molecular structure of fluorescein (Fl, R = H), eosin (FlBrd, R = Br) and erythro- 
sin (F114, R = I) dianions. 

detected owing to the experimental error and to the influence of the reab- 
sorption. As eosin and erythrosin have the same structure as fluorescein 
(Fig. 3), the rate constant k,, = 1.8 x 101* mol drnm3 s-l [ll] at 20 “C of 
the quenching produced by the monomer of this dye was adopted for all the 
dyes. This assumption does not involve a large error because the quenchings 
produced by the dimers and the trimers are one magnitude larger. 

The small decrease produced by temperature in the emission of dilute 
solutions of the dyes should be attributed to an increase in the quenching 
produced by the monomers. The activation energy obtained for the eosin 
and erythrosin dianions (about 10 kJ mol-‘) is similar to that of the fluo- 
rescein dianion [ 111. This suggests that the quenching mechanisms produced 
by the monomer of halofluorescein dyes are the same as those of the fluo- 
rescein [ 111 : collisional (through molecular diffusion) and monomer- 
monomer energy transfer (the dimer provides an energy trap [ 7, 111). The 
collisional quenching, which depends on temperature, does not cause 
excimer formation [ 11] . 

In solutions where the dimer is appreciable, the fluorescence quantum 
yields obey the Stem-Volmer equation: 

6* 
- - 1 = ~*k,,[Ml + T*k&D] = T*k,,[M] + 8k,,&[M] 2 
9 

(2) 

where k,, and kad are the rate constants of the quenchings produced by the 
monomers and the dimers respectively, Ka is the dimerization equilibrium 
constant (Table 1) and T* is the mean lifetime. 

The rate constants of the quenching produced by the dimers at 20 “C, 
obtained from eqn. (2), are given in Table 2. The values of the mean life 
used are also given [ 13) . Table 2 indicates an increase in the quenching 
produced by the dimer with respect to that produced by the monomer. The 
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TABLE 2 

Rate constant k@ 20 oc of the quenching produced by the dimer at 20 OC, the fluorescence 
mean lifetime P of the monomer [ 13 ] and the monomer-dimer energy transfer efFl- 
ciency of fluorescein (Fl [ ll]), eosin (FlBrk) and erythrosin (FlI4) (pH 12; 0.01 M KCl) 

Fl FIBr* F114 

k,d 20 a~ X 10SU (mol dmm3 s-l) 3.9 + 0.3 2.2 + 0.3 1.4 f 0.3 

To (ns) 3.6 3.2 3.0 

OM-D 1.00 1.06 1.26 

@#PO&&) x 1o-7 26 7 3 

halogenation* (Fig. 3) should cause a decrease in the quenching produced by 
the dimer. 

The rate constant of the quenching produced by the dimer was evalu- 
ated at different temperatures using eqn. (2) and taking into account the cor- 
responding dimerization constant. This was evaluated using the Van’t Hoff 
equation, the dimer formation constant obtained at 20 “C and the dimeriza- 
tion enthalpy (Table 1). The results indicate that the quenching produced by 
the dimer of these dyes does not depend appreciably on temperature. This 
suggests that the quenching is due ti monomer-dimer energy transfer. The 
exciplex formation between excited monomers and dimers should be tem- 
perature dependent. 

The efficiency of the energy transfer through an interaction of the 
dipoledipole type (the Fiirster formula [ 143 ) depends on the dador emis- 
sion yield @‘Da (of the monomer in this case), the dador mean lifetime Tona, 
the distance R between the dador and the acceptor, and the overlap Oaa-Ae 
between the dador emission spectrum and the acceptor ahsorption spectrum: 

k 
4*m 

ETa 
To-R6 

o~-Ac 

This equation predicts the observed increase in the quenching produced by 
the dimer with respect to that produced by the monomer. The overlap 
between the monomer emission spectrum and the dimer absorption spec- 
trum is higher than that between the emission and absorption monomer 
spectra. The dimer has an absorption band at a lower energy than the mono- 
mer [8, 91. 

Equation (3) for the energy transfer efficiency also explains the 
decrease in the quenching produced by the halogenated dimers. Table 2 gives 
the overlap 0 M-n between the monomer emission spectra and the dimer 
absorption spectra (with reference to the fluorescein dianion) and the terms 
@“OM_D/~o that are a measure of the energy transfer between the monomers 
and the dimers, The decrease with halogenation of the monomer-dimer 

*In this work the term “halogenation” also indicates an increase in the atomic 
number of the halogens substituted in the fluorescein dianion. 
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energy transfer explains the diminution of the quenching produced by the 
dimer in the halogenated dyes, 

The lack of dependence on temperature (between 20 and 50 “C) of the 
fluorescence quantum yield of the monomers suggests the same behaviour 
for the lifetime of their first singlet excited states and therefore a similar 
monomer-dimer energy transfer efficiency at 20 and 50 “C (eqn. (3)). 

In very concentrated solutions the quenching is produced not only by 
the monomer and the dimer but -also by the trimer. A tentative scheme for 
quenching at these concentrations is as follows: 

M*+M-+M+M,M+M* &ll) 

M*+D+M+D* @,d) 

M*+T+M+T+ (k,t) 

(4) 

The Stem-Volmer equation is 

” - 1 = & 
#J 

gm WI + ~Okc&a CM1 2 + ~O~qt&~t[Ml 3 (5) 

where K* and Kt are the dimerization and trimerization constants (Table 1). 
The rate constant k,, of the quenching produced by the trimer is obtained 
from eqn. (5). The values obtained at 20 “C are given in Table 3. The 
results indicate that this quenching is more effective than that produced 
by the dimer (Table 2). This is reasonable because the efficiency of the 
monomer-trimer energy transfer is greater than that of the monomer-dimer 
transfer. The trimer has an absorption band at a lower energy than the dimer. 
The decrease with halogenation of the quenching produced by the trimer is 
explained in the same way as that in the quenching produced by the dimer. 

The variations with temperature of the fluorescence intensity can now 
be explained. The decrease observed in dilute solutions is due to the increase 
in the quenching produced by the monomer. In solutions where the dimer is 
appreciable, the increase with temperature of the fluorescence intensity is 
due to the dimer dissociation. In the most concentrated solution used, the 
greater stability of the trimer with respect to the dimer [ 111 explains the 
smaller increase with temperature of the fluorescence intensity. 

TABLE 3 

Rate constant k, of the fluorescence quenching produced by the 
trimers of fluorescein (Fl [ 11 ] ), eosin (FlBr* ) and erythrosin 
(FlI4) at 20 “C (pH 12; 0.01 M KCI) 

FI FtBr4 Fi14 

kqt 20 “C x lo-l1 (mol dm-’ s-l ) 17 + 2 14 f 2 9+2 
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